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Forsan et Haec olim meminisse Juvabit 

Is there anything as pretentious as speaking Latin? Perhaps 
speaking Latin while wearing a monocle. We don’t have any 

monocles, but, for anyone not born circa Julius Caesar, the phrase 
above roughly translates as ‘Perhaps these things too shall be a 
pleasure to look back upon one day.’

November is a month of  Remembrance, and that’s what 
we’ve themed this chapbook on. Remember Guy Fawkes. 
Remember those we’ve left behind. Remember the First World 
War. Remember, and, in remembering, never forget. 

It’s easy to get bogged down and bummed out when we look 
back to the past: Soldiers maimed and whipped from their mortal 
coils; loved ones who never got to see another year; events which 
could have changed history, yet didn’t. 

It’s easy to get bogged down, but it’s important not to. 
Forsan et haec olim meminisse juvabit. 
Look back, and be happy. For we are still here to remember.
Stanzas. 
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For my Father,
I can grow my own tasher now.

1961 – 2002

To Heather,
for picking us up when we fell,

for pushing us to chase our dreams.
1959 – 2008

For Nan,
for clippity-cloppety,
for enveloping hugs,

for waiting.
1944 – 2004

To Edd Gould,
for pushing through the hardship

and making all of us
smile through the tears.

1988 – 2012
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a Pentagon oF memories

Matthew Moynihan

I remember the emerald of  your iris, 
as you nursed me off  to sleep, 
with that calm soothing voice.

I remember the beating 
of  your domestic battles on the staircase, 
as my heart pounded in expectant, adrenal motions.

I remember you shaking 
in a schizoid seizure, 
at the outset of  your gradual decline.

I remember that polyphonic ringtone 
from my Blokia 3310, for it was the knell 
that summoned thee to heaven or to hell.

I remember the shaking of  hands, 
the patting of  backs, 
the words of  commiseration 

and the final piece of  moist clay 
that turned the final page 
of  your brutal novella.

I remember it because it was you.
I remember it because you’re gone.
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out oF sequence

Dan O’Malley 

I know I’ve got blood on my hands
but the blood ain’t mine.
 
It wasn’t how I see it now,
It can’t have been. 
It was a good thing,
Machiavellian and clean.
We all came out of  this as
better versions of  each other.
Ecdemomania is a serious concern.

As a man once said,
I heard the highway calling.
There’s a time to glean
And a time to leave,
and the second came first,
and the first came second.
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cHanging tides

Emer Hayes

I remember a time        
When I was young and free

And whole summers spent             
On the golden beach of  Kilkee.

Through my eyes it sparkled and shined,
From the sun to the sand, and the cliffs to the sea.

I would build castles of  sand.      
As tall as my eyes could see and my arms could reach.

Day after day,        
Trying to beat the tide. 

Dad would dig a moat       
All around our fortress 

And I would dig infinite holes,                           
Deep tunnels through the town. 

Down through the earth to uncover     
Unlimited treasures and secrets.                     

Time was not an issue,       
To me so young, it didn’t exist.

And dad lost time too.           
Somewhere in my semi-toothed smile
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And the gulls feathers pitched in our castles                                                                                            
That would sway in the wind like our very own dream catchers.

And when the waves crept in to lick my toes    
It was time to go.

I cocooned in a bundle of  sandy towel,                                                                                              
And dad a mule with buckets and spades and sunburn. 

We’d saunter home and set our clock     
For tomorrow again.

When I pass that dull old beach in Kilkee    
I feel a twang of  pain.

For too few kids are digging there.     
Indoors they prefer to stay.     
On iPhones and iPods and iPads. 

All the I’s and not enough we’s,      
Not enough real memories.  

Each grain of  sand on that tired beach    
Is a gem uncovered.                      

By many curious spades.
Each rolling wave polishes them      
In preparation for the spades to return.
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tHe annual deatH

Simon Benson

Once again death surrounds us.
The crunch of  bones at every step,
The sight of  now fleshless trees,
That shiver in the icy wind,
Whispers into our every ear,
Autumn has come. 

Autumn to some is nothing more
Than a beautiful massacre,
A slaughter that bleeds in a dozen colours,
And freezes the generous heart
Of  Mother Nature.

But it is more than its morbid behaviour,
Autumn is about remembering.
Remembering the green vibrancy of  life.
Remembering the gentle hum of  the trees
In the caressing breeze.
The joy of  life.

Only then one realises that without death,
Life has little value.
It is only because it can be lost,
That life is precious.
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Every Autumn,
When the last life shrivels up,
We remember its value.
Every Spring,
When new life erupts,
We forget it again.

We remember only as long,
As we need to face the truth.
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tHe bridge

John Collins

There was a man of  his own time
a sheltered life he led
the deck of  cards his author dealt
to him were sometimes read
the pain, disdain, the turnpike lane
was not his tale to tell
until the stone that held the throne
upon the bridge it fell

a man is what he makes himself
is what he makes his own
the road he walks down to the bridge
he has to walk alone
he takes his book, he tries to look
as swallows circle low
they swoop and land on weathered sand
from the bridge their shadows grow

he stops inside his final keep
grim faced his tale to tell
as darkness creeps and gently seeps
his ever fading well
the weeds that grow, the rains will flow
upon his empty life
his pockets turned, his bridges burned
this man, his brood, his wife
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a man is what he makes himself
is what he makes his own
the road that leads down to the bridge
was once his pathway home
he holds his book, he tries not look
as grey crows set to lay
through empty eaves and dying leaves
where the bridge stands in decay.
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tHe deatH oF a man

Caleb Brennan

He had cold hands,  
as cold as the hands I shook that day. 
Dapper in his suit
his kept hair made him look
 
Like the man he was in his days.  
I was made to kiss him,  
in a way to show love.  
I do not recall kissing him this way at all.  
 
When I did it before,  
I was less willing  
but this was different,  
it was the last time.  
 
I can‘t help remember
when we jumped the man  
in the hallway of  his house,  
he was always a strong man,  
 
even with his wooden cane.  
He kept his stride  
and his pride  
when he lost his hair,  
 
At least this is what he showed.  
He showed a lot of  things-  
His ignoring calls at night  
to wake up from his sleep. 
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And today he ignores us, 
in his suit and kept hair.  
This man will sleep  
just like we all will soon,  
 
so I gaze, somewhat  
ignorant and wonder.  
How long would it take  
to love him? 
 
Longer than the process  
it took to take him or a lifetime.  
Anyway, we played with the images  
of  memory in the speeches, 
 
Or the fact that his moustache 
was neater than the suit itself. 
I never saw the death of  this man,  
but I was told it was peacefully.  
 
So I watched as those curtains closed 
and I repeated the Hail Mary 
to myself  and with the grace
of  the man he was, he left us.
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remembering tHe abyss 
Aising O’Connor

I remember the stars as they dropped like flies,
One by one I watched the lights disappear,                                                                                          
At first unnoticeable,                                                                                       
Everything growing dimmer
Until I was left alone in the encompassing darkness                                                                                       
Without a flashlight or a hand to hold.

From my heart to my fingertips                                                                                          
I tried keeping the darkness at arm’s length
- As I try to keep the flashbacks at bay -
But the sticky tendrils forced their way into my core
Covered my eyes like wool,
and went down my throat like sea water in a storm. 
It destroyed me, from the inside out, 
Seared its way through me like poison  
And left me cold and shivering in the abyss.

Now all I can do is remember.
Remember the abyss,
Remember the horror, 
Look into the light 
And hope my memory is where the abyss remains.
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tHe last rose oF summer

Diarmaid De Frates

Wilted leaves adorn the trees of  our mourning place,
Memories of  you glisten in my eyes as daylight dies
and fades to nothing, a whisper on the wind.

‘It’s for the best,’ I tell myself, as I stand there alone,
looking down at where there used to lie only one
beneath the weather-washed stone, A solitary, yellow
fabric rose smiles up at me, catching the final moments of  the 
Summer sun.

The Rose refuses to fade, a constant light in the early dusk,
Its very fiber delaying its inevitable rot.
All that is, does end, but this Rose will not.

But this is not a Rose, not as I knew the word, Rosie.
You are now, as you always will be, grandmother, 
The Last Rose of  Summer
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WilloW Will, WilloW Won’t
Shane Vaughan

I met Mnemosyne
By my old willow tree
Where I caught thoughts like Glowflies
And bottled them free.

She said, ‘What is it you seek
When you dampen those fires?
Is the glow too bright
As the light perspires?’

As I lay in her arms
With her hair in my face
I caught truth on a breathwind
And sighed in disgrace,

‘I cannot let go.
I cannot look away
I cannot let go
I cannot, not today.

Not today and not ever
And never again
Not today and not ever
From beginning to end.’

She cupped my face lightly
Kissed me between
My quivering lip
And my scars unseen
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She led me to Lethe
Where the poppy flowers dream
Saw smoke from their bosom
Floating downstream.

She turned to me surely
Said ‘To truly forget
You must drink from the waters
Of  passing regret.’

Said I, ‘It’s not amnesia
That I want from you
It’s moving on
That I need to do.’

And under the shade
Of  my dear Willow tree
She took my hands slowly
And set my mind free.
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tHe Puddle beneatH tHe stairWel

George Cole

Twist up towards the brightness above.
Feel the cracked plasters love.
The puddle beneath the stairwell…

Once upon a time in the past of  the 90’s, 
he was strong not weary.
Many tales of  future queries’. 
Many ends and women teary.
Left… Left alone.

Years go by, I hear creeks, moans and sigh.
Fresh coat of  paint a mask to hide, 
this life above and below mine

The puddle my story cold. A life time for growing old.
Drying up, with dusty eyes. Polluted and stepped on! 
Oh, well.

The puddle beneath the stairwell.
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calluna vulgaris

Jared Nadin

The setting sun against the heavens cast a harsh yellow 
against the horizon and the clouds, impending rain, loomed 

overhead. However, the rain always held off  on this annual trek. 
Never so much as a drop fell from those grim shadows. Stark and 
grey in the summer twilight, those clouds were a nephelomancer’s 
dream; I’ve always found clouds to be quite portentous myself.

Every year, on August 2nd, I went on this hike. My own little 
pilgrimage to her. There was a humid breeze this time, blowing 
up from the foothills behind me. Its warmth and gentle fortitude 
egged me on, coaxed me forward and with a little smirk I fell 
to. Just a ways up the dirt path, worn smooth by the boots of  
countless hill-walkers, I caught a flash of  lilac on green. I pushed 
on, determined, and soon found myself  surrounded by the 
colours. That pale purple flower on coarse green stalks. These 
flowers, the reason I made this pilgrimage, Calluna Vulgaris: 
Common Heather.

‘Quite poignant,’ I spoke aloud, ‘that you waited until the 
Heather bloomed before leaving us.’ 

August 2nd marks the anniversary of  the passing of  my 
mother, Heather. So every year, I go up through the hills to where 
the Calluna blooms and pause for a while to think. This year was 
no different. Except for the whisper on the breeze, and that one 
pink cloud in the mess of  grey cumulus, and the phantom hand 
caressing my shoulder.

‘You’re back again I see.’ The voice came from nowhere and 
everywhere all at once. A voice I hadn’t heard in years but knew 
in an instant.

‘Hello Mum.’ I always knew she was with me after she passed, 
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but there on the heath I felt her spirit, the memory of  her, and she 
spoke to me. ‘Why now, Mum? Why didn’t you come before?’

‘Because you didn’t need me.’
‘But I wanted you.’
‘Want and need are two very different things, Jazz, never 

forget that.’
I began to cry, knowing exactly why she’d come now. Knowing 

exactly why I needed her. ‘What should I do Mum? What’s the 
answer? You always had the answers.’ I sobbed between sentences, 
overcome by years of  memories, both happy and sad. Memories 
of  a time when she was there with me, guiding me through, and 
memories of  the day she left. With us around her bed, holding 
her hand, giving her comfort at the close.

The hand that wasn’t there wiped a tear from my cheek and 
the eyes that weren’t there glistened as they held my gaze.

‘You know the answers, Jazz. You always know the answers.’
‘But I don’t this time, Mum, I just don’t. Why can’t I see? I’ve 

reached the fork in the road and I don’t know the right way to 
turn –’ Placing her ephemeral finger over my lips she hushed me, 
neither abrupt nor soft, simply comforting.

‘You see, Jared, you forget that this isn’t the first fork in your 
road, nor is it going to be your last.

Holding onto the past is important, but so is letting it go. It’s 
time now for you to decide for you, not for everyone else. Your 
memories will always stay with you, even after you’ve let go of  
the pain.’ She spoke with that tone a loving mother uses. That 
soft and warm, caramel-smooth kindness.

‘I know,’ I murmured in reply, in resolution. She was right, as 
she so often was in life. The time had  finally come for me to let 
go of  the past. To let go of  arguing for the sake of  arguing. To 
let go of  Dad after too many pints. To let go of  broken windows 
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and leaking rooves and I’ll-do-it-next-weeks. I closed my eyes 
and breathed in fragrant pollen, as the sun winked over the crest 
of  the hill. Time up, my pilgrimage ended, but this year it was for 
good. I stooped and plucked a Heather blossom, and thanked my 
Heather, for showing me the way. And tossing the flower up into 
the breeze, I felt my mother’s final kiss before she was taken off  
one last time, on a gust of  the North Wind.

Back down the dirt path in the tepid, summer dusk I smiled. 
And when I reached the bottom, I didn’t turn right, towards 
home. I turned left, towards tomorrow.
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